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 It seems that the Kashmir issue will not last long
Pakistan has taken a clear stand

London , 07.08.2020, 02:30 Time

USPA NEWS - Pakistan's foreign policy has taken a turn for the worse after Saudi Arabia's continued indifference to Kashmir policy.
Or becomes a spectator. Whether Saudi Arabia agrees or not, we will move forward without it. Pakistan has also given a clear
message to Saudi Arabia by repaying its debt that Pakistan has decided to move forward without Saudi Arabia. Now Saudi Arabia has
to decide whether it still supports India or will support Pakistan. Pakistan has cut off India from its neighbors by improving its economy
and using its best political manoeuvres.

Even Bangladesh and Iran have pulled out of the alliance. After standing on its own two feet economically, Pakistan has started
playing with full confidence and this time Pakistan's mood is not defensive but aggressive. Yesterday, Pakistan released a political
map showing India that it is now going to fight India aggressively on the diplomatic front instead of apologizing.

With the current situation and the situation in the region, it seems that Turkey, Malaysia, Indonesia, Iran and Pakistan are moving
forward together and thus the dream of leading the Arab world is being shattered. Pakistan has taken a clear stand that stand with
Pakistan or be ready for the consequences.

Now, economically, Pakistan is in a position to withstand the pressure of the Arab world. C-PEC has united Pakistan and China to
such an extent that protection of each other's interests has become a compulsion. 

The unification of China and Russia against the US bloc is a turning point in the history of Pakistan. On the other hand, Pakistan's
support for the United States in Afghanistan is very important. Thus, at this time, Pakistan can easily play out of the crease and
Pakistan has wisely started using the game to its full advantage.  

India is currently in a weak position at the diplomatic level. No country in the world has sided with him on Kashmir policy. The situation
is that France, India's most important partner with which India has several defense agreements, has also given India a flag on the
Kashmir issue.

If Pakistan succeeds in separating the Arab countries from India, it will be a great achievement. Over time, this increasing pressure will
force India to its knees. By repealing Article 370 a year ago, India would not have thought that Pakistan would do such a big planning.
It seems that the Kashmir issue will not last long.
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